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 Suffering is Optional
 Participation is Most 

Appreciated
 Electronics on vibrate
 Getting Your Questions 

Answered
 Participation 

Appreciated
 Computer use for note 

taking is fine, however 
please check your 
email only during 
breaks or lunch

 Listen with the Intent 
to Understand

Kuzmich, 2013

1. Introduction
2. Tiered Vocabulary
3. Spelling Tips*
4. Ideas for Building 

Sentences* and 
Paragraphs

5. Analytic Writing Tips
6. Scaffolding 

Argumentation
7. Next Steps 
* For ELA

3Kuzmich, 2013

 Why is writing a 
skill and not a 
subject?

 What successes 
are your students 
having with 
writing?

 What successes 
would you like to 
see by next year?

4Kuzmich, 2013

1. Vocabulary
2. Student Dialogue and 

Grouping
3. Write to Learn
4. Graphic Organizers and 

Note Takers
5. Teacher and Student 

Questioning 
6. Document, Technological, 

and Quantitative Literacy 
Strategies

7. Leveled Materials and 
Digital, Multi-Media 
Resources

8. Text and Media Complexity 
Access

5

Kuzmich, L. (2011) Stretch Learning 
Handbook Rexford, NY: ICLE. 
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COMMON CORE

Understanding Academic Vocabulary
Learning and using academic words strengthen understanding of complex texts 
and increase content-area knowledge.

Three Tiers of Vocabulary
The Common Core State Standards categorize vocabulary using a three-tiered 
system. Tier One words are common words used in everyday speech. Tier Two 
words are general academic words used across a broad range of disciplines. 
Tier Two words might represent precise language for Tier One words, such as 
chaos and sympathetic instead of mess and nice. Tier Three words are less 
common academic words that apply to specific topics and content areas.

Tier One

Tier Two

Tier Three

more common, 
more applicable

less common, 
less applicable

Tier One Words Tier Two Words Tier Three Words

Definition

• Words of everyday 
speech

• Used in a variety of 
topics and contexts

• Rarely require 
instruction

• General academic 
words

• Portable, high-
frequency words used 
across content areas 

• Represent mature 
language use

• Often require instruction

• Domain-specific 
academic words

• Low-frequency words 
used in specific 
content areas

• Represent specialized 
content knowledge 

• Always require 
instruction

Examples
rule, parts, clock, baby, 
happy, walk

policy, components, 
coincidence, evaluate, 
manual, specific

legislation, indices, 
juxtaposition, 
personification, irony

Building Vocabulary

CC_PG_ELA2.indd   7 1/12/12   1:51 PM
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Introduce and Practice
1. Pronounce the word for students.
2. Students repeat word verbally more than once.
3. Discuss relevant examples using context.
4. Explain its meaning in various (or at least one) contexts.
5. Students visualize and describe or create a visual or example where 

possible.
6. Deepen understanding with prompts for student conversation and 

collaboration that require the use of taught vocabulary.
Reinforce and Practice
7. Students use vocabulary in written responses.
8. Where possible students put the definition in their own words such as 

in ELA and Social Studies or remember the precise definition such as 
in Science and Math.

Review and Practice
9. Review with CLOZE sentences, completion thinking frames, or identify 

further meaning(s) and use(s) in text passages, or in visual contexts.
Assess
10. Assess only after using most strategies above.

Brain Tip:  It takes more than one day to practice words enough to 
remember them long term.  You need sleep cycles to reinforce learning 
and create memory. 

Kuzmich, 2013 17

 Root words, prefixes and suffixes
 Games
 Completion sentence frames
 Semantic Note Taker and other graphic organizers
 Semantic Feature Analysis
 Concept Maps
 Creating visual representations
 Introduce with video clips
 Develop patterns, attributes, connections, examples, 

characteristics and functions
 Use or create analogies, similes, or metaphors
 Use in writing
 Use in student to student dialog
 Create categorized and connected word walls or create a 

personal word web, tree or category map in notes

Kuzmich, 2013 18
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Academic Word

Similar Words Word Family Topic-Related Words

• press
• pressing
• depress
• oppress

• weight
• force
• burden

• wind
• atmosphere
• air

pressure

Examples from Scholastic, Inc. 22012

20

Academic Word

Similar Words Word Family

• survival
• surviving
• survivor

• live
• endure
• continue

• decay
• history
• struggle

survive

Topic-Related Words

Examples from Scholastic, Inc. 
22012
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Morpheme: the smallest meaningful unit in a 
language; a word part that can be added to a 
root word (un-, pre-, dis-, -al, -sion, -ation, -ly)   

able

pre-

place

re-

un-

dominant

dis-

vise

+

-al

terminate

-ly

depend

logic

-ation

vivid

-ent

+

Prefixes Suffixes

1. Recognition of the word in context: As I point to the 
endoplasmic reticulum picture I say, "Is this an 
endoplasmic reticulum?" The students say in unison, 
"Yes." As I point to a picture of a ribosome I say, "Is this a 
vacuole?" Hopefully they respond, "No." As a total physical 
response (TPR) methodology, I can ask them to stand next 
to or point to the mitochondria, chloroplasts, etc.

2. Reproduction of the words in context: After going 
through all the words, I ask them to say the words aloud, 
as I point to such things as the nucleus. After I am 
satisfied they can say the words, then I check their 
understanding, "Which organelle of the cell processes 
energy for the nucleus?" (Mitochondria/chloroplasts). 
"Which parts of the cell are necessary to create proteins?" 
(Endoplasmic Reticulum, nucleus, Golgi apparatus, and 
ribosomes). 

Ben Johnson In Edutopia, 2012 22
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3. Written words in context: I then start bringing out the 
written-word strips and ask the students to match them 
with the pictures. Then, and only then will I let the 
students start reading the chapters, or workbooks, 
because, not only are they now familiar with the concepts, 
but they have muscle memory of the words in their 
mouths and know how to say them and thus remember 
them. This method is more enjoyable and more effective 
for students than writing the words ten times each in 
sentences, an all too-typical vocabulary development 
technique. 

Ben Johnson In Edutopia, 2012 23

Does the word derive organically from text?
 Is the word essential to understanding the text?
 Is the word precise and useful in a wide variety of 

contexts?
Does the word lend itself to rich, varied, and 

engaging instruction?
Can the word be explained in student friendly 

language or the precise language or content?
Does the word reveal something about the 

author’s choice of language in the Humanities, 
CTE or Research?

Adapted from CCSS and Scholastic by Kuzmich, 2012 24
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1. Using I Before E
Use i before e, except after c, or when sounded 
as "a" as in "neighbor" and "weigh."

EXAMPLES: believe, chief, piece, and thief; 
deceive, receive, weigh, and freight

COMMON EXCEPTIONS: efficient, weird, height, 
neither, ancient, caffeine, foreign

Kuzmich, 2013 27

2. Dropping the Final E
Drop the final e before a suffix beginning with a 
vowel (a, e, i, o, u) but not before a suffix 
beginning with a consonant.

EXAMPLES:
ride + ing = riding
guide + ance = guidance
hope + ing = hoping
entire + ly = entirely
like + ness = likeness
arrange + ment = arrangement

COMMON EXCEPTIONS: truly, noticeable

Kuzmich, 2013 28
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3. Changing a Final Y to I
Change a final y to i before a suffix, unless the 
suffix begins with i.
EXAMPLES:
defy + ance = defiance
party + es = parties
pity + ful = pitiful
try + es = tries
try + ing = trying
copy + ing = copying
occupy + ing = occupying

COMMON EXCEPTIONS: journeying, memorize

Kuzmich, 2013 29

4. Doubling a Final Consonant
Double a final single consonant before a suffix 
beginning with a vowel when both of these conditions 
exist:
(a) a single vowel precedes the consonant;
(b) the consonant ends an accented syllable or a one-
syllable word.

EXAMPLES:
stop + ing = stopping
admit + ed = admitted
occur + ence = occurrence
stoop + ing = stooping
benefit + ed = benefited
delight + ful = delightful

Kuzmich, 2013 30
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Sentence Building Tips 
from D. and J. Killgallon:
 Chunking
 Chunking to Imitate
 Unscrambling to 

Imitate
 Combining to Imitate
 Combining and 

Imitating
 Sentences
 Word Parts and Words 

as Tools
 Reviewing and Creating 

Good Writing

31

See Sample Slides from 
Sentence Composing 
Examples from D. 
Killgallon

 Organized, Well Written Sentences: A 
paragraph is a piece of writing that 
consists of several sentences. A 
paragraph should always have 
complete, correct, and well written 
sentences. As well it should be easy to 
read and well organized. The paragraph 
itself should focus on one subject, 
theme, or central idea. 

 Single, Controlled Focus: In other 
words, a paragraph could be about an 
object such as a young boy. If the 
paragraph starts out talking about the 
boy, it must stay the same throughout. 
For example, if the writer were to talk 
about where a young boy lives and then 
go on to describe what the boy looks 
like these are two separate ideas. 

Kuzmich, 2013 32
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A = Address the prompt
Use the verb and/or key noun (or use a synonym) from 
the prompt in your topic sentence, hook or thesis 
statement

B = Back it up
Cite evidence, use data, use quotes, use main ideas and 
details, use research or your background 
experience/point of view (depends on type of writing, 
topic and content)

C = Conclude your thinking
Use author’s final point or quote, restate your premise 
or conclusion and indicate importance or impact, report 
what you proved, call to action, a question you are left 
with, or a possible solution to a problem

Kuzmich, 2011 33
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There are Three 
Types of Analytic 
Writing
 Rhetorical
 Process
 Causal
*compare and 
contrast

Kuzmich, 2013 34

Definition: To analyze 
the rhetoric of a text is 
to figure out how it 
persuades its readers. 
Rhetorical analysis is 
not directly concerned 
with whether the text’s 
assertions are correct, 
just how the author of 
a text goes about the 
persuasion or 
argument. 

Tools Used in 
Rhetorical Analysis:
 Linguistics – use of 

words
 Citing of references 

or other sources
 Prerequisite writing 

Skill: Writing a 
Summary

 Teach the Four Step 
Rhetorical Précis 

Kuzmich, 2013 35
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 What is the thesis 
of the selection?

 What reasons does 
the author give for 
me to believe this 
thesis?

 What other points 
of view does the 
author 
acknowledge or 
explore?

 Who is the intended 
audience and why?

 Is the author a 
credible, 
charismatic, or 
other type of 
source? How do you 
know?

 Where was this text 
published and 
when?

Kuzmich, 2013 36

 Does the context, times or 
conditions in which the author wrote 
the text influence the argument?

 By what means does the text seek to 
persuade its readers of the thesis? By 
appealing to their emotions, their 
fears, by citing authorities, by 
recounting personal experience, 
observation or research and the use 
of empirical data like statistics, 
tables and graphs? (Ethos, Logos, 
Pathos)

 Does the author call for any action on 
the readers part? (¡Andale!) 

 How does the author build his/her 
own credibility?

 How does the author’s word choice 
impact the argument? What do the 
choices reveal about the thesis, the 
context or the author?

 How do the citations or references 
impact the thesis?

 Does the text welcome or exclude 
the audience?  Why? How does tone 
play a role in this?

 Who is the intended audience and 
why?

 Is the author a credible, charismatic, 
or other type of source? How do you 
know?

 Where was this text published and 
when?

 Does the text assume that you the 
reader feel the evidence is sufficient 
for the author to support his/her 
thesis?

 To what extent doe the text consider 
counter evidence or alternative 
points of view?  Are these given 
serious consideration or are they “hot 
down” without a trial?

 What does the text learn out?
 How is the text organized and does 

this contribute to the argument?
 What stance does the author take 

toward the audience, father, teacher, 
authority, etc.?

 To what extent does the text 
acknowledge the complexity of the 
issue or does is make the issue seem 
simple with one right answer?Drew University Student Writing Tips, 2013 37
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In “seven Secrets to a Great Nap,” a Newsweek Web 
exclusive, Sarah Kliff reports that naps are good 
ways for adults to be more productive and alert on 
the job. She presents an upbeat list of seven tips 
for good naps, based on the findings from sleep 
researchers and on an interview with a sleep 
expert, Helene Emsellem.  The first step is having a 
cup of coffee before a 20 to 30 minute nap.  The 
caffeine takes about 20 minutes to kick in and so it 
wakes you up. The next three tips suggest the best 
scheduling for a nap, the best timing and the best 
location.  The last three tips suggest ways to avoid 
problems, with naps. Kliff suggests setting an 
alarm, working naps into a consistent overall sleep 
pattern, and making sure you get enough sleep at 
night.  She says that anyone who regularly gets 
eight hours of sleep but still regularly needs a nap 
might have a sleep disorder or health problem that 
needs checking. 

38

In her online article “Seven Secrets of a Great Nap” 
(2007), Sarah Kliff reports that midafternoon naps 
are good for adults and lists several tips from 
researchers for getting the most out of a nap. Kliff
supports her claim by analyzing advice from sleep 
researchers on the benefits of drinking coffee just 
before a nap, on the best ways to schedule a nap, 
and on ways to avoid problems with naps. Her 
intended audience seems to be busy young 
professionals who surf the Web (this is an online 
article) and who must be hooked into a quick read 
through causal vocabulary such as “sleep doc” and 
“cup of joe” and upbeat advice. Kliff’s purpose is to 
inform readers that naps are beneficial from a 
scientific perspective and to offer surprising, 
helpful, and positive information about naps in an 
upbeat, easy to digest way in order to encourage 
her readers to try napping. 

39
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A rhetorical précis differs from a summary in 
that it is a less neutral, more analytical 
condensation of both the content and method 
used in the original text. You might want to 
think of a précis as a brief representation of 
what the text both says and does.  Writing a 
précis shows you understand how the text 
works rhetorically, including the author’s point 
of view or claim, evidence or arguments, 
intended audience and action needed or 
emotion the author wants from the reader. 

Kuzmich, 2013 40

Who is this author and why 
should we believe him/her?

What is the argument?

Who is the intended 
audience?

What does the author want 
us to care about or do?

Kuzmich, 2012 41
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Rhetorical Stance is a form of writing or speaking in which the student 
pretends they are an author, director, character, person from another time 
or famous person currently.  The pretense in the writing is that this person 
makes a claim and it is supported with attention to audience. This is a very 
difficult and complex form of Rhetorical Analysis however is useful in 
developing deep comprehension, empathy or changes in beliefs or 
behavior. It is a form of a role play in written form or a congruent speaking 
format with the individual being imitated. 
Tips for writing or performing a Rhetorical Stance:
 Before writing make a list of devices, unique tone words, rhetorical 

verbs, and dialog methods that make the author’s, director’s or 
character’s voice unique. 

 Select a method of communication: letter, role play, political speech, 
additional stanza, scene or section of text, a message sent via media of 
some type such as video or a Public Service Announcement.

 Plan out the message making certain the claim or thesis is maintained 
and the voice or tone replicate the person you are intending to imitate, 
play attention to the intended audience, use evidence or descriptors to 
support your claim, evoke emotional or create a call to action. 

Kuzmich, 2013 42

Definition: offers the steps by 
whereby an effect is achieved. 
Demonstration of comprehension 
about how the end result or 
product occurs.  There are 
multiple types of process 
analysis:
1. Read a process the explains 

how to create an effect such 
as a recipe, supply and 
demand, or the election 
process in the United States.

2. Follow the steps of a process 
such as a mathematical 
problem or steps in 
negotiating a treaty. 

3. Replicate a process toward 
an effect such as a science 
experiment or deployment 
of troops in a conflict.

4. In addition, students should 
be able to write analyzing 
structure, patterns, rules or 
cycles.

Tools Used in Rhetorical 
Analysis:
 Linguistics – use of words
 Sequential language
 Sequential organization
 Comprehension of how 

something works
 Understand how the end 

product occurs
 Procedural comprehension
 Authentication of Sources 

for process analysis
 Prerequisite writing skill:  

Write an explanation

Kuzmich, 2013 43
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 What is the order of 
the steps?

 What is a description 
of each of the steps?

 What is a description 
of the structure or 
cycle?

 Can you summarize a 
process in an 
introduction?

 What is the 
significance or 
importance of the 
process?

 What is the intended 
impact, effect or 
result?  

 Why is the impact, 
effect or result 
important or 
significant?

 Are there alternative 
ways to do this process 
or achieve this effect 
or is there counter 
evidence for this 
process?

 What patterns do you 
see or understand?

Kuzmich, 2013 44

 What thesis does your 
process analysis support?

 Do the steps follow a strict 
chronological order or 
could you vary the order? 
Why or under what 
circumstances?

 Can you use a comparison 
and contrast or narrative to 
set up the process analysis? 
How will you know if this 
strategy is successful?

 What type of results, 
creation, comprehension, or 
behavior modification does 
the process analysis need 
to have as an objective?  
What cues in your writing 
will lead you to that 
answer?

 What language, tone and 
style choices must you 
make for this process 
analysis to be effective?

 To what extent does will 
reader’s of your process 
analysis be able to deeply 
comprehend the intended 
result of the process?

 Who is the intended 
audience for this process 
analysis?  What will you 
need to do in your writing 
to reach this audience?

Drew University Student Writing Tips, 2013 45
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A. What are you explaining or describing?

B. Step One 

B. Step Two

B. Step Three 

C. Add a tip or suggestion to conclude

Kuzmich, 2012 46

Definition: focuses on 
why an event happens, 
detailed analysis of the 
causes for a given 
effect. Sometimes use 
of the “why” to predict 
future effects is part of 
causal analysis.  
Key in analytic skill 
across content areas. 

Tools Used in 
Rhetorical Analysis:
 Linguistics – use of 

words
 Cause and Effect 

Analysis
 Prerequisite Writing 

Skill: Descriptive 
Writing

 Process analysis
 Use of evidence and 

counter evidence
 Source Authenticity 

Kuzmich, 2013 47
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 Why does this effect 
or impact occur?

 What is the major 
cause?

 What are the major 
causes?

 What are the 
contributing factors 
for a given effect or 
result?

 What data supports 
this result or effect?  
Why?

 What are other 
factors that 
contribute to the 
thesis or result? 
What are alternative 
interpretations?

Kuzmich, 2013 48

 In your introduction what is the 
thesis (effect) and what causal 
factor(s) contributed to the thesis? 
Why is it useful to identify the causes 
of this effect?

 What is a plausible explanation for 
the phenomena?  Why is it plausible?

 What makes the causal factors 
complex?  The number, impact, the 
enormity of the result, the context, 
the human toll, etc. could be used in 
explaining the complexity.

 Is the number of factors contributing 
to the effect expected or unique? 
Why?

 How did the central tendencies or the 
effect occur?  What impacted the 
visual or quantitative distribution of 
the data?  Why? (especially useful in 
science, math, economics, technical 
courses and social science including 
cultural geography)

 What other possible causes might an 
intelligent, well-informed person 
offer/  Why don’t you subscribe to 
those explanations?

 What are the mediating causes or 
mitigating factors?  What causes the 
causes?

 What are your recommendations 
(conclusions) appropriate to the task 
or prompt?

 What mode of writing best helps you 
with your thesis or the cause analysis 
of an effect? Some modes, depending 
on prompt or task, might include: 
Narration, explanation or 
description, classification, 
comparison, contrast, or 
argumentation. 

Drew University Student Writing Tips, 2013 49
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C. This 
answer is 

reasonable 
because...

C. The 
answer is... B. Then, ....

A. To solve 
this 

problem, 
first ...

A. What are you describing?

B. What does your data look like in graph 
form visually? Why?

B. What  trends do the data show and what 
visual relationships can you see?

C. Cite your major conclusions in terms of 
answering the question posed by the data or 
the results. 

Kuzmich, 2012 51
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Effect

Cause Supporting Data or Information

Supporting Data or Information

Cause Supporting Data or Information

Supporting Data or Information

Conclusion

Primary Support for 
conclusion

Implications or relevance of 
conclusion

Kuzmich, 2012 52

Online sites:
 OWL – Purdue
 Drew University- user’s guide for writing
 Digital History of the US
 NeoK12
 Teaching Channel
Books:
Reading Rhetorically
Writing Rhetorically
Voice Lessons for Writing (books for each grade level for 
ELA)
Sentence Composing for Middle School (There is also an 
elementary version for lower performing students at middle 
level or for use at the elementary level.)
Sentence Composing for High School

Kuzmich, 2013 53
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Developmental Steps:
1. Opinion (Toddler-PreK)
2. Opinion with 

speculative or 
social/experiential  
justification (PreK-K)

3. Opinion with supported 
justification or proof 
from text or sources of 
information(K-2)

4. Persuasion (2-5)
5. Bridged Argumentation 

(5-8)
6. Argumentation (9-12)

Kuzmich, 2013 54
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• What is this about? Use Quotes
•I see

• Why is this important or relevant? 
•I think

• What should I or others do about it? 
•Therefore, 

55Copyright Kuzmich, 2011

Your Notes or Initial Thoughts
A. What is your claim, 
position or thesis?
B. Why are you right?  
Use evidence, data, 
quotes, or other 
research
C. Why is your 
viewpoint critical, 
important or unique?
Write your paragraph here from your notes above:

Kuzmich, 2012 56
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Hook my attention and tell me 
what do you think is right?

Why are you right?

Why is the other side incorrect 
or what is their point of view?

Why should other people care 
about this or what should they 

do about it?

Kuzmich, 2012 57

Several Methods, here are a few:
 Cicero 6 Step Method
 Alan Monroe Method
 Dewey Method
 Straw Man
 FREPA

In my other districts, Cicero is the easiest to 
teach and meets criteria in the SBAC and LDC 
rubrics well. 

Kuzmich, 2013 58
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•Who is your audience?
•Use logic, humor, emotionHook?

•What is your contention, claim or thesis?
•What is the reason for the thesis or the importance?Contention, Claim, Thesis

•Why are you right?
•What is your proof?Proof

•What is the opposing proof or another point of view?
•Why is this incorrect or not as strong as your proof?Counter Claim

•What is the most important or signification reason you 
are right or the biggest proof for your thesis?The Big Reason

•What do you what your audience to do?  Or, what should 
they feel?Appeal

Kuzmich, 2013 59

Attention:  Get the audience’s attention with an interesting and topical start

Need:  Identify the problem and convince the audience that the problem is significant 
to them

-Explain background of problem

Satisfaction:
-Identify criteria for a good solution
-Identify possible solutions
-Identify the best solution

Visualization:  Help the audience visualize what will happen if your solution step is 
implemented

Action Step: Tell your audience what they can do to solve the problem

Conclusion:  Conclude your presentation.

Kuzmich, 2013 60
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1. Define the problem

2. Define the solution
Test the solution: 
-does it solve the problem?   
-is there a better solution ?
-are there disadvantages, and do benefits outweigh 
them? 
-what are the barriers to implementing the solution?

3. Describe implementation of solution:  Describe what 
the speaker and the audience can do to implement the 
solution

Kuzmich, 2013 61

 A straw man argument is a rhetorical device that is meant to easily prove 
that one’s position or argument is superior to an opposing argument. 
However, the straw man argument is regarded as a logical fallacy, 
because at its core, the person using the device misrepresents the other 
person's argument. The person does this because it then becomes easier 
to knock down the weaker version of the opposing argument with one's 
more substantial counter argument. The term straw man derives from 
the use of scarecrows for military practice, such as charges. In reality, a 
scarecrow is far easier to defeat than an actual person.

 The straw man argument, also called straw dog or scarecrow, 
deliberately misrepresents and weakens the argument of the opposing 
side. This can be done by leaving out key points of an opposing 
argument, quoting a person’s words out of context, or presenting a 
particular person’s poor defense as the entire defense of an opposing 
side. In the worst case, a straw man is literally an imagined person who 
weakly defends an argument and can be easily defeated.

 The straw man argument can be used in arguments in most areas of life, 
from political, to business, to religious, to personal life. It is also often 
used in conjunction with other logical fallacies, such as red herring, 
slippery slope, and ad hominem. One example of a straw man argument 
can be seen in the following hypothetical situation between a child and 
his parent:

Kuzmich, 2013 62
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1. Stating The Facts
2. Referring to an Authority
3. Giving Examples
4. Predicting the Consequence
5. Answering the Opposition 
6. Considering the Audience in Conclusion

Kuzmich, 2013 63
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Where will you start 
given the needs of your 
students? 
Please number these in 
order of priority for 
your students. #1 is the 
highest priority
Vocabulary
Spelling
Sentences
Paragraphs
Analytic Writing
Argumentation 

Writing

 Write Your Plan Here:
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Identifying Academic Words
Linguist Averil Coxhead developed this list of Tier One and Two words most frequently 
found in complex texts across content areas. The list, which contains “headwords,” 
or the main words in each family of academic words, applies to Grades 2–12.

A area clause constitute demonstrate
abandon aspect code constrain denote
abstract assemble coherent construct deny
academy assess coincide consult depress
access assign collapse consume derive
accommodate assist colleague contact design
accompany assume commence contemporary despite
accumulate assure comment context detect
accurate attach commission contract deviate
achieve attain commit contradict device
acknowledge attitude commodity contrary devote
acquire attribute communicate contrast differentiate
adapt author community contribute dimension
adequate authority compatible controversy diminish
adjacent automate compensate convene discrete
adjust available compile converse discriminate
administration aware complement convert displace
adult B complex convince display
advocate behalf component cooperate dispose
affect benefit compound coordinate distinct
aggregate bias comprehensive core distort
aid bond comprise corporate distribute
albeit brief compute correspond diverse
allocate bulk conceive couple document
alter C concentrate create domain
alternative capable concept credit domestic
ambiguous capacity conclude criteria dominate
amend category concurrent crucial draft
analogy cease conduct culture drama
analyze challenge confer currency duration
annual channel confine cycle dynamic
anticipate chapter confirm D E
apparent chart conflict data economy
append chemical conform debate edit
appreciate circumstance consent decade element
approach cite consequent decline eliminate
appropriate civil considerable deduce emerge
approximate clarify consist define emphasis
arbitrary classic constant definite empirical
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Building Vocabulary

enable final implicate invest military

encounter finance implicit investigate minimal

energy finite imply invoke minimize

enforce flexible impose involve minimum

enhance fluctuate incentive isolate ministry

enormous focus incidence issue minor

ensure format incline item mode

entity formula income J modify

environment forthcoming incorporate job monitor

equate found index journal motive

equip foundation indicate justify mutual

equivalent framework individual L N
erode function induce label negate

error fund inevitable labor network

establish fundamental infer layer neutral

estate furthermore infrastructure lecture nevertheless

estimate G inherent legal nonetheless

ethic gender inhibit legislate norm

ethnic generate initial levy normal

evaluate generation initiate liberal notion

eventual globe injure license notwithstanding

evident goal innovate likewise nuclear

evolve grade input link O
exceed grant insert locate objective

exclude guarantee insight logic obtain

exhibit guideline inspect M obvious

expand H instance maintain occupy

expert hence institute major occur

explicit hierarchy instruct manipulate odd

exploit highlight integral manual offset

export hypothesis integrate margin ongoing

expose I integrity mature option

external identical intelligent maximize orient

extract identify intense mechanism outcome

F ideology interact media output

facilitate ignorant intermediate mediate overall

factor illustrate internal medical overlap

feature image interpret medium overseas

federal immigrate interval mental P
fee impact intervene method panel

file implement intrinsic migrate paradigm
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paragraph project respond statistic trace

parallel promote restore status tradition

parameter proportion restrain straightforward transfer

participate prospect restrict strategy transform

partner protocol retain stress transit

passive psychology reveal structure transmit

perceive publication revenue style transport

percent publish reverse submit trend

period purchase revise subordinate trigger

persist pursue revolution subsequent U
perspective Q rigid subsidy ultimate

phase qualitative role substitute undergo

phenomenon quote route successor underlie

philosophy R S sufficient undertake

physical radical scenario sum uniform

plus random schedule summary unify

policy range scheme supplement unique

portion ratio scope survey utilize

pose rational section survive V
positive react sector suspend valid

potential recover secure sustain vary

practitioner refine seek symbol vehicle

precede regime select T version

precise region sequence tape via

predict register series target violate

predominant regulate sex task virtual

preliminary reinforce shift team visible

presume reject significant technical vision

previous relax similar technique visual

primary release simulate technology volume

prime relevant site temporary voluntary

principal reluctance so-called tense W
principle rely sole terminate welfare

prior remove source text whereas

proceed require somewhat theme whereby

priority research specific theory widespread

process reside specify thereby

professional resolve sphere thesis

prohibit resource stable topic

Identifying Academic Words (continued)
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Expository Short Constructed Responses 
Quality Indicators for Grading  

Standard 
Paragraph Form 

Explain or 
Describe 

Summarize Analyze Persuade or 
Defend 

Evaluate or Justify 

A = Address the 
Prompt 
Use the verb and/or key 
noun (or a synonym) 
from the prompt in you 
topic sentence or thesis 
statement. 

Student states what 
they were explaining 
or describing. 

Student states the main 
idea or topic. 

Student conveys what is 
being compared or can 
identify the causes and 
effects or state what the 
analysis will include. 

Students state the issue 
or what was 
controversial with clarity 
in the thesis. 

Students state what the 
justification or evaluation 
topic is about with 
clarity. 

B = Back it Up 
Cite evidence, use data, 
use quotes use big ideas 
and details, use 
research, or examples. 

 Student includes 
the important 
steps or details. 

 Students convey 
enough 
explanation or 
description so 
that an audience 
could understand 
or be able to 
picture what was 
explained or 
described. 

Student includes the most 
important information or 
supporting details about 
this topic. 

Students describe 
important evidence, 
facts, comparisons, 
data, research, causes 
or effects. 

 Students express a 
viewpoint and 
support the evidence 
presented with 
quotes, research, 
data, or other 
sources.  

 In defense based 
SCRs (not 
persuasive) students 
also state why the 
other point of view is 
wrong using 
evidence.  

 Students state 
examples to show 
clear thinking. 

 Students describe 
where they got their 
thinking to show 
accuracy of 
assumptions. 

 Students thinking 
match the prompt 
and criteria are 
relevant to the issue 
or topic. 

 Students show 
logical connections a 
clear sequence or 
the parts and big 
idea match. 

C = Conclude your 
Thinking 
Restate your premise or 
conclusion and indicate 
importance or impact, 
report what you proved, 
end with what the author 
said last, a question you 
are left with or a possible 
solution to a problem. 

Students convey the 
purpose, a tip or final 
observation, or 
importance of the 
explanation or 
description. 

Students conclude using 
one of the following: 
 Connect the main idea 

and supporting details 
 Restate the authors’ 

conclusion in their own 
words 

 End with a great quote 
from the author and 
why the quote is 
important 

 Add an important idea 
to the topic stated in the 
first sentence. 

Students draw an 
evidence-based 
conclusion. 

Students conclude using 
one of the following: 
 Use the key 

evidence to 
convince the 
audience that his/her 
viewpoint is valid 

 Suggest an action to 
take 

 Indicate how 
audience should feel 
or what they should 
care about 

Students draw a valid, 
reasonable and/or 
logical conclusion for the 
justification or point of 
view in the evaluation or 
justification.  

Copyright, L. Kuzmich, 2011, updated 2013 
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